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Introduction

Elżbieta Wójcik-Leese
‘Places where nothing happens very slowly’; ‘imaginative translocalities’; ‘terrains caught
between renunciation, remembering and renewal’; ‘working landscapes’; ‘narratives of
single sites’… These and other modes of perception and thought about place have
informed the writing featured in Multiple Exposures : the collaborative, multimedia
exchanges with such Longbarrow authors as J.R. Carpenter, Nancy Gaffield, Angelina
D’Roza, Fay Musselwhite, Emma Bolland, Mark Goodwin, Peter Riley, Chris Jones,
Matthew Clegg, Alistair Noon, Pete Green, James Caruth, Andrew Hirst, Rob Hindle,
Kelvin Corcoran, Karl Hurst, and Brian Lewis.
In autumn 2021, the poets attending the first Poetry School course showcasing independent presses responded to five digital pamphlets – Outports, Night Walks, Working
Landscapes, Soft Borders and Invisible Lines – prepared by Brian Lewis and made available
on the press’s website. As an international reader who lives outside the UK, I came up
with the idea of the course to counteract post-Brexit difficulties with supporting small
UK publishers. Since Brian Lewis runs his Sheffield-based press on the principles of
collaboration, craft and care, I was sure we could approach the Longbarrow selections
of poetry, psychogeographic essays, photo sequences, sound recordings, short films,
poetry walks and community projects with a similar commitment.
Over five fortnights, our reading, thinking, walking, writing, creating was inspired by
the diverse craft of the Longbarrow authors. Guided by the five themes highlighted by
the five pamphlets, we were learning what it takes to explore ‘the intersections of landscape, history and memory.’ In order to ‘vary the scale of our attention,’ we combined
poem-making with construing and charting our selected places – real and imaginary –
in flash nonfiction, photo essays, book structures, zines, double exposures, film poems
and sound recordings.
Multiple Exposures now joins Outports, Night Walks, Working Landscapes, Soft Borders
and Invisible Lines on the Longbarrow website. This curated selection invites its
readers – in turn – to create, disturb, cut-up, reshuffle their own fairy tales of place,
street narratives, memory maps, place diaries, fantasy worlds, translocal undergrounds.
From such corners we can go anywhere! ‘We are itinerant: we are at a point between
the journey recorded and the journey anticipated.’
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Lighthouse Moods
Agata Maslowska

Crumbling edges where the land meets the water, where the water eats the land. The
clouds have gathered low amassing all knowledge from their own reflection. The sky is
floating over the water surface. The rain is coming on slow like migraine spreading up
the back of your head. Dip your toe in cool water before you leave. Hide tide. High
time to go into the sea. The lighthouse is waiting to be launched into space.
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The sun is off. The seabirds are hiding. The horizon invites your eye to rest on it, just
like that. Go through the opening and out, slow movement of the bones. Let the
water carry you. Hazy clouds like froth envelop your head. The lighthouse, like a chess
tower, anticipates the sea’s next move. The game might go on forever. Do not hold
your breath. Under water sea creatures go on unaffected by your breathing.
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Smooth elements. Clarity is rare. The air carries the smell of fish. The lighthouse has
many words for the sea. It has seen everything. Is your body as massive and
unknowable as the body of water? Unlike your body the sea belongs to no one.
The hills on the horizon in the shades of blue water merging into the sky. How
are you transforming? Lean over and see your own reflection. Wash your face and let
the salt sting your skin. Taste it with your tongue.
.

This poem was written in response to the digital pamphlet Outports by Longbarrow Press.
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Is it enough to picture a girl?
Anna Kisby
Part One
Because I am no longer there
the girl in red shoes walks
the same streets round & round
Location: London, W.9.

as if
she is:
1. a ladybird stuck to a turntable
why not use yr wings for godsake
Fats Waller spinning on vinyl 				
2. a second-hand on a cuckoo clock
believes business is getting done
her world shattered every 60 revolutions
by birdcall							
3. a line-drawing staggered inside a zoetrope
animated on horse-hooves
always some feet above the asphalt
			
Location: the War is over; we are between Wars

Even such a curvilinear cage
contains hazards (because I am no longer there)
the girl in red shoes must navigate:
1. a pillar box
with a letter-bomb in its mouth
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2. a double-decker bus
caring less who crosses its path
3. an angel with an axe
to stop her dance
Location: Fear. Of movement; of stopping; of starting;
of things hidden; in shadows; in disguise; in plain
sight; of looming; of shrinking

Because you are no longer there
you are free to free the girl (a spell, a trap, a thought)
by which I mean
free to recite these elements
in any order you wish:
red shoes
pillar box
double-decker
angel’s axe
Is it enough to picture a girl?
If the story were lost
how would I (you) feel?
For example:
red axe
		

pillar shoes

			 angel’s double
				

[

]

Location: Pass it on; Keep passing until the music stops
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Part Two
I am more afraid in a forest than on a city street, call me statistically stupid. On
the darkest nights when tawny owls call and reply, I get myself to sleep imagining
a streetlamp outside my village window. I lie and summon phantom heels on
pavements, a night bus rushing through rain, pips of a crossing. When I was very
small, headlights gave me comfort, spinning circles on my ceiling like a record playing
traffic passing, passing. Just before I left home, they finished constructing Canary
Wharf ’s skyscraper and its beam began sweeping my bedroom every 3 seconds. Stars
are more brilliant in the countryside. My grandmother advised me to walk down the
very middle of a road after dark, no hiding place and nothing can grab you. My
mother told me I’d end up getting run over that way. Their disagreement left me
walking in the gutter as some kind of compromise. At last, I choose to dematerialise
through the walls of this argument, like I am the ghost.

Part Three
Cut-Out-And-Keep Non-Functional* Zoetrope

pillar

red
shoes

box

angel’s

double
decker

* the zoetrope must stop spinning if you wish to read the words
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axe

Blessed is she who misremembers
Anna Kisby

When my grandmother read me her favourite fairytales, they were located in a
hybrid place between my storybooks’ approximately-medieval, vaguely-Germanic
illustrations and a concretely-real West London.
.
My grandmother misremembered the places her family had migrated from, of which
they spoke and did not speak, and she sited that perhaps-land in fairytales.

Every day my grandmother’s London startled me with its realism, its pops of colour.
A sapphire Datsun with two wheels illegally breaching the curb is a princely doublet.
A pillar box is an angel with a bloody sword.
.
That peach-scented rose in the Rec may send a girl to sleep for a hundred years. Even
a single white cloud is a caring godmother if you spot her before she changes shape
again.
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At my own home, south of the river, the sky is always quick to agree with the Thames.
She licks nervous grey lips and throws a cashmere light on bollards and asphalt and
rose farthings winking in silt.
When my grandmother reads me her favourite fairytales, together we misremember
how her family spoke and did not speak of cobble streets, half-timbers, citrine castles,
rags to riches and back again.
She did not lead me far wrong, for when I journey back through records to arrive at
the real places really left behind, I find them in truth cobbled, half-timbered, citrine.
Untouchably rich. Ragged, where I join many migrant grandchildren pulling at fairytale stitches.
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Postscript
(i)

Hamburg

my cousin Kristi offers me a cigar
unveils a box marked Wolff
our lips are gilded
(ii)

Leszno

my cousin Max hands me rocks
plays a fiddle tune
our voices are passing clouds
(iii) Tilsit
my cousin Adele serves me honey wine
lays a damask tablecloth
our smiles are similar as chamomile

Credits

.

Photos by Anna Kisby (Ladybird book, c. 1975; Thames foreshore, 2021) and Jonathan
Feig (Jewish cemetery at Leszno, 2021).
.
‘Is it enough to picture a girl?’ and ‘Blessed is she who misremembers’ after the poems
‘Fairytale No. 17’ and ‘Fairytale No. 13’ by Angelina D’Roza.
.
.
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Via

Carol Dalton
Introduction
Bergvall’s homage to Dante in Via, 48 Dante Variations, threads through this piece. I am
indebted to Nancy Gaffield whose essay The First Cut, in Invisible Lines (Longbarrow Press,
2016), led the way to a cut-up technique, employed here, in which collaging words and
phrases from another writer provides a framework for a journey.

Via
after Bergvall
In the midway of this our mortal life,
I found me in a gloomy wood, astray,
Gone from the path direct:
			
Dante, translated by Cary (1805).
Within a forest is a transistor, crystal and two cat’s whiskers,
flint edged ditches and tumuli. A perfect plot in the passing of
time; a semi-conductor device, pulsing.
The shadowy wood is taken for a rave, strobe lights fray on
bright hats and tents. The one who needs. The one who terrifies.
After the solstice, rubbish is bagged up in black sacks.
In the darkling wood, dancers, phones aloft, sway. One party
follows another party, some prayer flags flutter, lost dogs
circle, stumbling upon Dante’s shadeless souls.
The dusky wood, on my way to other books, decades of
variation upon oak moss, centuries of appropriation. Riff on
this; it is Winter, it is Spring.
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The shadowed forest is now a transit-camp patrolled by border
guards. Lost yet already walking. A trail of breadcrumbs
disappears. Rain and snow trickle through the canopy.
In the wood of woods there is a concrete floor, there is a trap
floor, there is winter flooding. Boats of leaves and bark and
acorn-caps race across brown puddles.
Starlings gather in a darksome wood. Rustle of wings, clamour
and thrum! Year upon year the same subjects; The panther the
lion the wolf, familiar prophecies; the demise of kingdoms.
In the sense of panic of the opening canto the dark forest is a
padlock, ice bound. Winds seek a way in, whisper passwords
into fissures. What was the question you set out to answer?
This dark wood is an unreliable chronicler, says you were never
here and without a credit score there remains no way to verify
your tale. Google maps cannot locate you in the dark of dark.
In some dark woods helicopters may return again and again to
the place where lightning charred the trees and smoke rises.
Perhaps following a lead, they will not be searching for you.
The one at the crossroads; in this wood so drear strategic
ditches make the roads impenetrable to engines. Walking on
alone, in poor visibility, waymarks slip out of line.
The sunless wood surrounds a castle where innocence sleeps.
Brambles, garlic and spells are woven against the distraction of
incessant particulates, and the three menace him.
The cathedral within a forest; in hushed aisles you place each
foot with care. Children are climbing over the pews just out of
sight, singing. Then the one who calls, yet remains hidden.
You come to the great forest when the hospitals are full,
practise breathing: 1-2-3 1-2-3 1-2-3 1-2-3 lines. Glow worms
appear some nights. The flight paths of moths are tracked.
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In a wood obscure, violet ground beetles move with steady
purpose, ants clear up a disturbed site. A poet or a hound, you
can immerse yourself in celadon waters.
In the forest dark and deep the hunt continues, I had started this
piece by accident, trace of wings and scuffle. Sweet chestnuts
spill softly across the leaf litter, no commercial foraging.

Note
Citations in italics are borrowed from Bergvall’s opening paragraph to Via, 48 Dante
Variations in Fig, Salt Modern Poets, 2005.
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the house well
Lydia Harris

in an arable field
with plough scars
rooms between rooms
concealed ledges
under the lintels
under the shock of bedrock
through the clay room
its bowl with a shadow of milk
through the room of sea driven-wood
with a scoop of hulled barley
through the room of bone
its spindle whorl with a secret word
to the heart of the house
a grain of water
seven steps down
the eye comes to rest
on the pool
ensouled

My home landscape of Orkney is scattered with barrows and human made mounds.
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Bruna Fea to the mapmaker’s theodolite
Lydia Harris

swivel me into view
I am five cows’ worth
your spirit levels my heart
I your first sighted
we are the laying down of light
you mirror my zig-zag tracks
sheep-runs, loops and knots of otter
make good the hair grass, the fescue
beetles shift my mud
rain drenches my pebbles
every day I fall
I am named for falling
your lens dazzles

Bruna Fea: small hill near Stromness, Orkney. Fea is an Old Norse word, related to our ‘fall’.
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Compound

Edwin Kelly
A picture containing tree, grass, outdoor, lush

No sooner home than elsewhere. No sooner here than there. No sooner arrived than
departed. No sooner back than gone. No sooner settled than shaken.
1
At the bottom of the farm the Keale river divides South from North, Garryarthur
from Ballynacourty, Kellys from Wallaces, grassland from woods. The tramline heads
into the darkness toward the heart of the city and an evening pint.
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A picture containing text, scene, a way, road, height, silk, being, flood, home

No sooner elsewhere than home. No sooner there than here. No sooner departed than
arrived. No sooner gone than back. No sooner shaken than settled.
2
The passage from the Garryarthur road to our home divides Sullivans from Dalys.
The Hawthorne tree in the Phoenix Park is below the Magazine Fort. The lamppost is
on Watkins Square. Comet Neowise is currently in the constellation of Libra.
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A picture containing Megalith, a concrete window, 5 counties of Munster, a desire for
sideways

No sooner settled than gone. No sooner back than shaken. No sooner arrived than
here. No sooner departed than there. No sooner home than elsewhere.
3
Carrigeenamorenty or Kilcruaig is a summit on the Ballyhouras. They divide Cork
from Limerick, Garryarthur from Gortacurrig, South from North, sunshine from
shadow, forestry from farm. The passage leads from the farmyard to the Keale river.
The sunlit wall happens most mornings in winter.
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A picture containing nature

No sooner elsewhere than home. No sooner there than departed. No sooner here
than arrived. No sooner shaken than back. No sooner gone than settled.
.
4
The door divides the house from the street, inside from out, openness from
enclosure. The field to the east of the house contains heavy fog for most of
November.
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A picture containing grass, mammal

No sooner settled than back. No sooner gone than shaken. No sooner arrived than
there. No sooner here than departed. No sooner home than elsewhere.
5
The hedgerow divides Kellys from Sweeneys. The Ash trees are dying. The Hawthorn
and Blackthorn continue to thrive. Ardnayeeha and Gooseberry hill are across the
Keale river. The window is from a holiday.
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A picture containing grass, outdoor, stone, cement

No sooner elsewhere than home. No sooner departed than settled. No sooner here
than back. No sooner there than shaken. No sooner arrived than gone.
6
The wall divides Mam’s garden from the yard. The fuchsia is thriving. The wood of
the bench is rotten. The dog walks a narrow path between the grasses of the Phoenix
Park and into the heart of Garryarthur.
.
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always a map
Hilary Dyer

there is no doubt that our body is a moulded river
Novalis
i have in my hands a map of waters waters

S
EA
			
seized in a wave
pebbles rushing away
from me
raised up into the involute form
of the wave
curving over me like a hand
so bright
Oh
i flew there on blue green glassy
foam and water

such bright inwardness as
mapped in a cupping of hands
and a dark head bending
to drink

Note
‘always a map’ is a response to Mark Goodwin’s lines: ‘i have in my hands a / map of / water
as’, featured in Outports. The Novalis quotation means, to me, that both the form and the
movements of our bodies have some of the same flows and forms as are made by water.
The lines by Mark Goodwin said the same thing, it seemed to me.
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Going

Hilary Dyer
I never go anywhere

getting through a day is
journeying for me

but I do have a sense of

I retrace my steps here
show the route:
the sightlines: a memory a photo two somewheres a drawing
it takes years
these words a conflux

Memory
chalk cliffs coastline
undermined by sea		
you can get out
of the wind when
fishing the chalk pools’ milky green water
look up!
See! she will go					

danger
of collapse

the updraft will startle
gulls hanging in the wind

Photo
			
there is always a last one
in the photo you don’t see what we’re looking at/ i can say now it was a shuttering sky/
rays fanning out across the sea I don’t /think we knew it then though we were/ brought
together in a way we often weren’t/ but you were happy to lift your head/ straight at
the light/ eyes blinded with glass
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Somewhere
sand dunes coastline in mid-Holland
wind whips sand
you can almost see how the scape is shifting
the ground moving away from you
					
I can’t wring anything from it
other than this –
that the suddenness of the setting sun
shone through
the smoke from the harbour chimney
pushing it out from the darkening sky

never has ground stayed
you can vanish and you do

(that I never see as sheltering)

Somewhere else
and the same night a white shape like a continent
(I’m not good at geography – I don’t go anywhere}
appeared in a blue black sky
as if torn out
like a way out

‘Drawing’ is a waymarker:
along these words
after a steeping
that takes years
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this text is a map I draw
for you
but you could also
start from the drawing

Note
This text owes itself to the idea of writing poetry as a form of mapping, because a poem
goes somewhere. The Soft Borders pamphlet offered writing games of ‘multiple exposures,’
of how more than one locality could be involved in a text and how I might see one thing
through another but not compare them. I also took advantage of the four stages deemed
characteristic of Iain Sinclair’s psychogeographic writing: 1) statement of place; 2) stepping
into a quest; 3) dark night of the soul; 4) stepping away. I think steps 1-3 are touched on
lightly in ‘Going.’
There was also an influence of Pete Green’s online reading of Hemisphere, where
observations and narration around specific sites were sometimes interrupted with highly
personal concerns (please excuse any misreading…).
These ways into writing allowed me to play with recording experience, finding how
memory could become an element of ‘multiple exposure,’ seeing one thing through another,
sometimes with serendipity (the two skies) and how meaning can be felt to inhabit all kinds
of situations but not be immediately clear. All the situations – stages along the way – led
me to a surprising place: to the last photo of my mother and I before her unexpected death.
The quick charcoal drawing of the photo is an illustration of the confluence of memories
and experience, and a desire to say something.
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Response to Karl Hurst’s ‘In Praise of the Ordinary’
Hilary Dyer

catching a landscape without any presupposition began to appeal to me deeply (KH)
To have an image stay
is to have imagined it
almost slip away.
To have no desire on what you see
is like Ruskin’s tree: there
and everything you thought nowhere.
To seek out common ground
– it seems to me –
is where I go and what is found
when thrashing through the land not in frame
in appreciation
I say:
p.21 i
p.22
p.23
p.24

1st photo: the fallen fence invites a reply on the skewed.
2nd photo: the greens are already chatting before I get there.
3rd photo: I think we have it – just found image; sudden still and no one’s
4th photo: trips me into association. I start to ramble.

How much use this quality can be put to remains to be seen (KH)
In reply I want to say it lies in the assertion that Poetry can be made by all: not one.ii

i Page numbers relate to the essay by Karl Hurst in the digital pamphlet Working Landscapes
(Longbarrow Press).
ii Lautreamont quoted by Breton in Manifestoes.
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The Conveyances
Sylee Gore

Over a series of walks, a sequence of films. The voice
recorded west to east, east to west.
The resulting film poem, The Conveyances, is here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VfVYY-ngNw
A longer poem developed out of the recording is
forthcoming in DIALOGIST, https://dialogist.org
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At Last, Daybreak in Real Time
Sylee Gore
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notes adjacent to an art walk in Jalan Besar, 2021
Nathaniel Chew

Toward the end of 2021, I spent my weekends helping to guide art walks in a
Singapore neighbourhood that a number of transient and displaced labourer
communities including sunset craftsmen and migrant workers call home, even as
gentrification continues to claim its workshops and rest corners for cafés and
boutique hotels and yes, outlets and inlets for art. I found myself, as Emma Bolland
describes, viscerally in a contested space—one that was simultaneously one of
Karl Hurst’s “places where nothing happens very slowly”, tools laid down for the
weekend. My art walk was a way of framing place and drawing meaning from
menagerie, but I also wondered how I might otherwise engage the space around
me in a way that would hold room for its transience and open-endedness, and that
of the people who peopled it, out of frame. These notes are a start.
.

Sources

.

Emma Bolland, “On Cities, Solidarity, Loss, and Hope” in Working Landscapes
(Longbarrow Press).
.
Karl Hurst, “In Praise of the Ordinary” in Working Landscapes (Longbarrow Press).
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sunday and the whole world
is handless
handles hanging
idle
in the sweat of midday
and none other
rust spangling
the shop’s portion of sunlight
red
as safety catch
as tinned sardine
as true
north
as suggestion
of blood
in the walls
how to read the room
as anything other than a heart
defunct?
easy
as a tourist
this story
on sunset labour and see
how neat the camera finds
time drifting
in calendars temples
built in supplication heavens
and all this earth earth earth

by hand
but there are as many shapes of hand
as things to fill them
make
an O
around ear and catch
upstair chatter in hacksaw language
workshop keeper and new tenant
newly migrant labour			
planing words
into the halfway homes
of mealtimes of weather of parents
and parenting
building bridges
on a sunday			
and you
I
we walk below
running
fingers over masking tape .
around padlock mouths through
so much dust
believing
in genesis
in shed light
touching secret shelves
their helds
windowing
ajar
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Walking the Loop – Section 4

A guidebook

Dani Salvadori

from the bus stop up the hill
take the often-muddy horse ride

34

down a flight of steps in a darkened dell
you may spot a cracked Corporation board

35

turn immediately left into an empty playing field
to a meridian marker tilted from true

36

.

keeping just within the woodland edge
enter a car park - do not enter the bluebell wood

37

on Corkscrew Hill trace the tram tracks
keeping a keen eye open for these swift silent vehicles
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your view is north to an old notice board
from a long-departed borough

39

when you come to a crossing road
this odd switchback of a path swoops down

40

at the light-controlled crossing
watch for flashes of sharp yellow leaves

41

at the island to your left
walk along the edge of winter

42

go ahead between the dark yews
under branches, still, breathing
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Images and texts © Dani Salvadori 2021
Includes found text from The London Loop
by David Sharp, 2001 (Aurum Press Ltd)
Maps from Open Street Map
© OpenStreetMap contributors
A printed zine of the guidebook is available.
Please contact salvadoridani@gmail.com for details.
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Witness of Time

Margaret Watson

Sitting now at the kitchen table what are you thinking gazing at those yellow linden
leaves thru a window frame or hearing murmuring of a westerly wind? Is it the
Summer Garden in St. Petersburg with crossed pathways of linden trees larger than
the Tilia Americana or is it the waking in my mind, the feeling of lifetime pressed as
the Etruscan word saeculum decides a span of time during which something lives in
memory?
My autumnal American landscape isn’t grand but the intensity of the yellow reminds
me of those lined pathways of lindens, the Italian allegorical marble statues at each
corner commissioned by Peter the Great, a delicate iron-cast railing overlooking the
Neva, Fontanka, the Swan Canal all on that eponymous island, a bridge juts over the
Fontanka where Isaiah Berlin crossed one New Year’s Eve to visit Anna Akhmatova.
What are those years?
Now quietly, twining on with the table in front of me still have a fork and knife laid
out with sun at its zenith, like a pinhole in the road. Linden trees now glow as in the
life of Tsars and dictators still make the past what it is now to remember, communion
with moments of ephemerality. A witness of time.
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Today I Slew A Mushroom
Margaret Watson

October 1851:
The farmers are ditching, redeeming more meadow, getting corn, collecting apples, threshing, This day is a godsend to wasps Puffballs are split open and rayed like sand fingers.

October 2021:
Mushrooms transforming to ancestors tied to rebirth, recycling all that has died, leaves
its spores talking to tongues like burial shrouds in wombs underground as roots below
a cloud flower is only a brief apparition. The mild weather of the day held as I walked
stealing views under leaves a smell of oblivion.
Sun lights space left open by profusion of leaves
thousands fall from the maple copters flying
not a metaphor for death but rebirth
Embedded in the livingness of language,
molecules compound upon themselves
energy connected to DNA for the complex of new data
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returning once again to the mushroom
Lepiota American and its good soil in a
prosperous bustle of underground

November 1851:
The woods are now much more open than when I last observed them leaves had fallen
and they let in the light and I see the sky through then as through a crow’s wing in every
direction.
December 1852:
By the mediation of thousand little mosses and fungi the most unsightly objects become
radiant of beauty

Whisper risk or promise delight to partake either delirium of death magic of fragrant
funnel a parachute or dead man’s fingers. Or… you whose pastime is to make midnight
mushrooms, that rejoice is to hear the solemn curfew
(Notes of Thoreau, Dickinson, W.C. Williams, Shakespeare)
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Cover photography: Elżbieta Wójcik-Leese

